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CANNOCK CHASE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
CABINET 

17 SEPTEMBER 2009 
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF ORGANISATIONAL IMPROVEMENT 

RESPONSIBLE PORTFOLIO LEADER – CHILDREN, YOUNG PEOPLE & FAMILIES 
OXFORD GREEN PUBLIC OPEN SPACE 

OPTIONS FOR FUTURE USE AND APPLICATION FOR PERMISSION TO SPEND 
 

1. Purpose of Report 

1.1 To inform Cabinet of the feedback received following the consultation undertaken in respect of 
proposed improvements for the Oxford Green public open space. 

1.2 To seek approval for permission to spend in relation to this scheme. 

 

2.  Recommendations 

 
2.1 That Cabinet note the feedback from public consultation relating to the options for improvements 
to the Oxford Green public open space. 

2.2 That Cabinet consider the various options outlined in this report and determine the preferred 
option(s) to be developed further and implemented.   

2.3 That authorisation is given to develop the preferred option(s) provided in 2.2 above, within the 
budgetary provision and, subject to future statutory consultation via the planning application 
process, grants permission to spend for this scheme, up to a maximum of £30,070. 

 

3. Conclusions and Reasons for the Recommendation  

3.1 In light of the fact that funding has been available to develop this site since 2003-04 and 
despite several attempts by officers over recent years to supplement this core funding in order 
to explore more ambitious plans for the area, where none of which have come to fruition, it now 
appears reasonable and timely to best spend those resources which are available. 

  

4. Key Issue 
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4.1 The project to improve the public open space at Oxford Green, Cannock is included in Council’s 
Section 106 Programme for 2009-2012. 

4.2 The site occupies an area of just over half a hectare (approximately 1.4 acres). The existing site 
includes an informal junior-sized football pitch with small goals, with the remaining area laid to 
grass. The goalposts are in-situ but there are no pitch markings. The site is in need of upgrading, 
thereby providing the opportunity to also enhance and improve the public open space, turning it into 
a more useable and pleasant site, within the budget available. Any improvements to the site must 
take into account the close proximity to residential properties and (unusually) the gas monitoring 
equipment from the Biffa waste operation which runs under one edge of the site.  A location plan of 
the site is included within this report as Annex 1. 

4.3 Over a long period investigations have been made by Groundwork Stoke 0n Trent anf Council 
Officers to acquire additional funding from identifiable external sources: Staffordshire 
Environmental Fund; Community Open Spaces; Staffordshire PlayBuilder; Living Awards; Sport 
Active England and additional private developer contributions.  However, all of these have been 
unsuccessful. Thus the only available funding is that remaining from the Section 106 funds detailed 
in Section 9 below. 

4.4 In this case, the Section 106 Agreements carry no time expiry limitation. 

4.5 The scheme proposes to address longstanding issues, improve access provision and safety for 
users of the site as well as improving the environmental elements and visual amenity aspects of the 
area. 

4.6 Public consultation has recently taken place via a detailed questionnaire which was hand-delivered 
on 28 July 2009 to every household on the Rumer Hill Estate, Rumer Hill Road and side-roads 
thereof – in excess of 500 households.  The list of locations and associated number of dwellings is 
reproduced at Annex 2 with a copy of the questionnaire attached as Annex 5, which also provides a 
cover photograph across the current site. The key options identified for re-use of the site were: 

- as additional allotment provision; 

- a reconfigured and re-vamped junior sized football pitch;  

- senior age group play equipment provision 

- suggestions were also invited for any other use of the site.  

     The results of this consultation are attached to this report as Annex 3.  

4.7 A maintenance budget may be required for any additional future maintenance of the site, unless the 
final choice is that it remains as a grassed area with football provision, and this aspect will be 
reviewed within the final content and design for the future facilities. 
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REPORT INDEX 

Background Section 1 

Details of Matters to be Considered i.e. Options Considered,  
Outcome of Consultations etc. 

Section 2 

Contribution to CHASE Section 3 

Financial Implications  Section 4 

Human Resource Implications Section 5 

Legal Implications Section 6 

Section 17 (Crime Prevention) Section 7 

Human Rights Act Implications Section 8 

Data Protection Act Implications Section 9 

Risk Management Implications  Section 10 

Equality and Diversity Implications  Section 11 

Other Options Considered Section 12 

List of Background Papers Section 13 

Annexes to the Report, i.e. copies of correspondence, plans, etc.     

- Site Plan 

- Locations / Number of Dwellings used for Questionnaire Delivery 

- Results of Consultation Questionnaire 

- Indicative Milestone Project Plan 

- Copy of Consultation Questionnaire 

 

 

Annex 1 

Annex 2 

Annex 3 

Annex 4 

Annex 5 

Report Author: 

Paul Westwood 

Strategic Projects Manager 

Ext 4275  
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               Section 1 

Background 

The existing site adjacent to Oxford Green in Cannock is bounded on one and a half sides by domestic 
dwellings, one side by Allotments and otherwise by the junction of two major roads. An area of shrubs 
and low trees shields part of the site from the roadways, however this area is subject to littering which 
includes paraphernalia associated with drug abuse and tipping. This problem is exacerbated by the 
visually enclosed nature of the site which limits any natural “visual policing” of the area. 

The site is not owned by this Council, but leased on an annual basis from Staffordshire County Council 
(SCC). Negotiations are currently in train for this to be revised to a suggested 20 year lease. Thus any 
significant proposed change of use would require appropriate discussion and consultation with the 
landlord. 

There is no obvious formal recreational use on the site, other than the existence of two small goalposts. 
It is subject to incidents of anti-social behaviour and unauthorised vehicular access.  Redevelopment of 
the site would thus aim to address such issues, and if its’ recreational use is maintained, would seek to 
improve the provision of facilities which promote safe but challenging play facilities, limit anti-social 
behaviour, improve accessibility to all, and a sense of belonging to the community.  

Over a number of years, much discussion has taken place over potential re-uses for this site. This 
includes consultation with local District Councillors, the Rumer Hill Residents Association via the Chase 
Tenants & Residents Federation (CTRF) who also performed their own consultation with children and 
residents, external agencies and officers of this Council, however no firm achievable outcomes have 
resulted. 

Outline designs had been produced by Groundwork Stoke on Trent, and have included a multi-use 
games area, skate park and BMX-type circuit.  However the cost of such facilities is likely to exceed 
£175k which, in the absence of any additional funding, is clearly not achievable. Thus schemes are now 
being sought which could be delivered within the Section 106 funding which remains available.  

As detailed in 4.6 above, a number of alternatives had been highlighted as potential re-uses of the site 
within the budget remaining available, and local input was sought, including from the CTRF, on the 
method of consulting with local residents. The questionnaire attached as Annex 5 was subsequently 
developed and distributed accordingly. Copies were also distributed to each District Councillor for 
information.  The suggested options are set out in more detail below: 

Allotments - Adjacent to this public open space are existing Cannock Chase Council owned 
allotments. To extend these across the area of open space, particularly in the current economic 
climate, may be an attractive option which also has the potential to address anti-social behaviour 
issues, and perimeter fencing would stop unauthorised vehicle access.  Ground surveys would 
need to be commissioned to assess the site’s suitability for this purpose.  As a clear change of 
use, this would require a full planning application, associated further detailed consultation with 
residents, and possible re-negotiation of the lease on this site with SCC. An access route would 
need to be created for inspection and maintenance of the gas monitoring equipment on site.  This 
option would of course mean the loss of an area of public open space to the majority of members 
of the community who would not be involved in using the allotments. 
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Junior Football Pitch - The land is currently uneven with various dips and slopes, but could contain 
a larger re-positioned pitch than the existing facility. This would involve levelling, treating and 
seeding, ground markings and relocating the goalposts. In addition, a formal pathway to the site 
could be created, ball catch netting installed and measures could be put in place to avoid 
unauthorised vehicular access.  

Play Equipment - The Rumer Hill Estate already benefits from formal play provision for the 
younger age groups, but is lacking any formal provision for the 10 – 16 year old group. Thus 
typical examples of robust equipment suitable for this age group were provided within the 
consultation, and responders were invited to rate them in order of preference if this was their 
preferred option for development for the site.  Along with any necessary installation costs, 
including provision of safer surfaces and improved access, the cost of this is likely to limit the 
installation to perhaps a maximum of two pieces of equipment to keep within the budget available, 
and dependent upon final designs.  A planning application would be required, which would include 
further formal consultation with local residents relating to Design and Access issues.  

Additionally, Open Free Form Comments were invited to suggest any further potential uses which 
were not otherwise detailed in the questionnaire. 

 

The budget available would not be sufficient to provide both suitable play equipment and a football 
pitch, unless the pitch was provided on a minimalist basis of providing, say, relocated 5-a-side 
goalposts only with no other pitch restoration work. 

In summary, the consultation results in Annex 3 indicate a clear preference for play equipment (60%) of 
responses) to be installed. 

Of the 500+ questionnaires delivered, 40 responses have been received, which equates to less than 
8% of those canvassed, but may still be considered representative given the clear percentage 
preference indicated above. 

A decision is now required from Cabinet to confirm the preferred option to take this project forward, and 
to consider the granting of Permission to Spend in order to finance both current and further 
development costs and the subsequent delivery of the project to conclusion. 

 

               Section 2 
Details of Matters to be Considered 

Cabinet is asked to note the consultation feedback contained in this report, and is invited to consider 
this in conjunction with the other information contained in this report, to determine the preferred 
option(s) to be developed further. 

Subject to budgetary provision, any planning consent which may be required including any associated 
further consultation requirements, Cabinet is requested to consider authorisation to develop the 
preferred option within the budgetary provision and grants Permission to Spend authority for this 
scheme, up to a maximum of £30,070. 
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Assuming a worst case (all implementation stages being required) an indicative Milestone Project Plan 
is reproduced for Members information at Annex 4.    

Section 3 

Contribution to CHASE 

Should recreational facilities be the preferred option, the improved facilities will enhance the 
development of physical and social skills through play for children and young people, and thus their 
potential for development.  Greater and safer use will be enabled by various age groups within the 
community, supporting the aim of the Council to develop a healthier and more active community. 

Culture is sustained and developed through the provision of opportunity for expression participation in 
developing and challenging communities. 

Supporting Healthier Communities, Housing and Older People and improved access to good quality 
open space will have a positive impact on mental health leading to improved community health and well 
being.  

Use as allotments would limit the availability to all, but would provide quality use and a clean, green and 
safe environment.  

Section 4 

Financial Implications 

 Provision exists within the S.106 Capital Programme 2009-10 to 2011-12 for £30,070. 

The Capital Budget consists of £26,620 for work charges and £3,450 for project management. 

The cost of on going revenue maintenance needs to be considered.  

The site’s maintenance is currently met from existing grounds maintenance budgets but a change of 
use may result in additional or even a saving in existing maintenance costs being incurred. Once an 
option is chosen for Oxford Green then an assessment needs to be made of any revenue implications. 

Any revenue costs that can not be met from existing budgets would have to be met from compensatory 
savings or through the Delivering Change Process 2010-11. 

Section 5 

Human Resource Implications 

Consideration may be required in relation to project delivery in the event of this exceeding 31st March 
2010.  The Strategic Projects team are currently subject to a twelve month review of funding, which 
may result in consultation relating to potential redundancies, should funding be unavailable for the 
2010/11 financial year to support continued delivery of projects. The current funding situation is subject 
to review. 
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Section 6 

Legal Implications 

The land is owned by Staffordshire County Council but leased to the Council. Lease renewal is 
currently under negotiation and it is proposed that the land be used as a play area only. If the Council 
wishes to consider an alternative use it will be necessary to agree this with the County Council. 
  

Section 7 

Section 17 (Crime Prevention) 

Consultation will include liaison with the appropriate Architectural Liaison Officer from Staffordshire 
Police, and their recommendations will be incorporated as appropriate. 

The options now proposed will create new opportunities for structured activities on the site, and aim to 
reduce the risk of anti-social behaviour. 

Section 8 

Human Rights Act Implications 

There are no identified implications in respect of the Human Rights Act 1998 arising from this report. 

Section 9 

Data Protection Act Implications 

There are no identified implications in respect of the Data Protection Act. 

Section 10 

Risk Management Implications 

There are a number of risks to the Council associated with this report: 

Poor Consultation Response 

As less than 8% of those households who had a Public Consultation Questionnaire delivered to their 
homes responded Cabinet may consider that this level of feedback is not adequate to form a view on 
the preferred content for a proposed scheme on the Oxford Green site.  Additional but different 
consultation could be undertaken but this would impact on the milestone project plan and impact on 
progress with other projects presently being undertaken by the Strategic Projects Team. 

Mitigation of Risk – Further consultation can be undertaken.   

Ground Condition / Topographical Surveys 

Should Cabinet agree to grant Permission to Spend for the project and propose to take forward a 
preferred scheme the site will be subject to ground condition and topographical surveys.  The former 
due to the site comprising of “made up ground” and the presence of gas monitoring stations on site and 
associated gas monitoring equipment located adjacent to the site. 
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Mitigation of Risk – A qualified specialist surveyor will be commissioned to carry out and assess the 
survey results. 

 Gas Monitoring Aspect 

In conjunction with the ground conditions data sought above gas monitoring results will be requested 
from SCC who own the site to formally determine any required exclusion zones on the site and / or any 
other restrictions as a result of these monitoring operations when compared with any specific Cabinet 
project recommendations. 

Mitigation of Risk – SCC gas monitoring results will be assessed and formal guidance sought.   

Planning Application 

Subject to the type of scheme proposed a Planning Application may be required.  The curtilage of this 
site on two sides has dwellings abutting directly on to the site boundary.  The Design and Access 
consultation may generate objections to the proposals. 

Mitigation of Risk – None, await any public feedback if a Planning Application is required.       

Strategic Projects Team 

Having had their redundancy notices withdrawn earlier this year there is only funding available to retain 
the remaining members of the Strategic Projects Team until 31 March 2010.  Please refer to Human 
Resource Implications above.  Should this project completion date slip into next financial year due to 
any of the reasons outlined in this section then other resources will need to be identified to see the 
project through to fruition. 

Mitigation of Risk – Request for growth item via formal Delivering Change process. 

Climate 

As per Annex 4 the period to carry out works on site is reasonable but should adverse weather 
conditions prevail into March / April this could cause delay in handover and official opening ceremony.   

Mitigation of Risk – Incorporate reasonable delay penalty clause into contractors contract.   

Lease of Site 

As no Legal Implications have been received in time it is not possible to assess the risks re the state of 
play re legal completion, (or not).  

Mitigation of Risk – None known at present. 

Site Specifics 

Health and Safety aspects and Risk Analyses are considered very seriously and will be taken into 
account by the appointed contractor within the scheme design.  

Mitigation of Risk – Include such elements in contractor’s specification of works / method statements.  
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Constrained Budget 

Should the preferred project increase revenue maintenance costs then to progress the scheme during 
this financial year additional resources would be required to bridge any such gap. 

Mitigation of Risk – None, until preferred option is determined.     

Section 11 

Equality and Diversity Implications 

Any new facility will be offered as a public facility and the success will be measured in terms of the 
numbers of people using the facility and the ease of access for all sections of the community.  With this 
in mind it will be essential that any design reflects those needs and also follows the guidance within the 
“Secured by Design” document. 

Particular emphasis will be placed upon provision and access for disabled people and design of 
associated landscaping. 

Once a preferred option is determined an Equality and Diversity Impact Assessment will be 
commenced, and will be developed appropriately throughout the project.   

Section 12 

Other Options Considered  

Those options known were put to residents as detailed in Section 1 of the report.  Respondents have 
expressed their preferences regarding these options for Cabinet.   

Cabinet may also wish to consider those other ideas arising from the consultation which are itemised 
within Annex 3.    

Furthermore regarding implementation, Cabinet may wish to consider the possibility of transferring the 
funding to SCC as the owners of the site, to deliver any improvements to this site. 

         

                                      Section 13 

List of Background Papers 

Outline design plans – previously aborted schemes. 

August 2009 consultation feedback, comprising of completed questionnaires, letters and e-mails.  

Secured by Design Award Criteria – Staffordshire Police. 

Awards for All – Applications for Grant - Guidance  
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Annexes to the Report, i.e. copies of correspondence, plans, etc. 

Annex 1 is the outline location plan of the site.  

Annex 2 is the list of locations / numbers of dwellings to which public consultation questionnaires were 
delivered. 

Annex 3 shows the results of the public consultation feedback. 

Annex 4 is an indicative milestone project plan. 

Annex 5 is attached to this report as a separate document, comprising a copy of the public consultation 
questionnaire circulated to all residents listed in Annex 2 above. 
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© Crown Copyright All Rights Reserved Cannock Chase District Council 100019754(2009)  
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   ANNEX 2 

Number of Dwellings / Locations sent Public Consultation Questionnaires 

 

Lichfield Road – Limehouse, Maydene, Dunster, Danetree, Hyvue, Rawlyn, Leofric, Rye Croft, Mill 
Green View, Roskerr    10 

Devon Road 96 

Surrey Close 43 

Warwick Close 23 

Worcester Close 39 

Oxford Green 8 

Oxford Road 59 

Salop Drive 31 

Lincoln Drive 22 

York Road 23 

Rumer Hill Road 42 

The Ridings 27 

Whinyates Rise 38 

Ellis Walk 13 

Brook Vale 30 

 

 

 

TOTAL = 504 
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ANNEX 3 

Oxford Green Public Open Space 

Summary Results of Responses to Public Consultation Questionnaire 

 

Introduction 

5O4 questionnaires were delivered direct to residents’ doors by independent delivery organisation. 

During the next fortnight following delivery 40 questionnaires have been returned which represents 8% 
of those originally despatched.  The view of P R and Marketing section is that in this context the return 
rate is considered to be a very poor response.  A return rate approaching 40% is that normally 
considered as robust for meaningful statistical analysis. 

 

Results 

Of those who expressed a clear preference, the returns are summarised below: 

 

  Allotments     4  (10%) 

      Junior Football Pitch            11  (28%) 

  Play Equipment             24  (60%) 

  Expressed No Preference  1  (  2%) 

  Total                           40 

 

Of the clear majority preferring senior play equipment, the type of equipment (as displayed in the 
Questionnaire) chosen in order of popularity was: 

  Type   E      

  Type  B 

  Type  D 

  Type  C 

  Type  A 
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                ANNEX 3 (cont) 

Free Form Commentary 

Either as stand alone comments, or in addition to their preferred option a number of residents took up 
the invitation within the questionnaire to suggest any other initiatives to be considered for the site.  
These ideas included: 

  -  provision of benches 

  - trip rails to keep vehicles off the grass 

  - planting of a wild flower meadow 

  - skate park facilities  

  - dog bins 

  - dedicated dog walking area 

  - fishing pool 

  - basket ball nets 

  - building of OAP bungalows 

  - pic-nic area 

  -  sand pit 

  -  site perimeter bike track 

  - slide 

  - assault course 

 

There was one off-site issue which was raised, this being a request for safer crossing facilities re 
Eastern Way.  This is outside of scope for this consultation.  
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ANNEX 3 (contd) 

Summary Age / Gender Profile of Respondents 

Where details of age and gender were provided: 

      

Age 
Ranges 

Number of 
Male 

Number of 
Female 

Overall Total 

10-14  2  

15-19  2  

20-24  2  

30-35  3  

35-39 1 2  

40-44 1 3  

45-49  4  

50-54 1 5  

55-59 1   

60 & over 1 7  

Totals 5 (14%) 30 (86%) 35 
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 ANNEX 4 

Indicative Milestone Plan – Oxford Green Public Open Space 

September 2009 Permission to Spend Report considered by Cabinet  

   Cabinet decisions implemented  

 

October 2009  Procurement of Ground Condition Surveyor 

 

November 2009  Ground condition report received 

   Quotations sought for works 

 

December 2009  Works contractor appointed  

 

January 2010  Planning Application lodged   

 

(10) March 2010 Planning Application considered   

   Works commence on site 

 

April 2010  Handover 

 

May 2010  Opening Ceremony    

 

NB - Assumptions 

1 Cabinet’s decisions are not called in. 

2 Due to the limited consultation response in total, Cabinet do not wish further similar exercises 
to be carried out. 

3 The ground condition survey reveals nothing untoward on the site. 

4 Planning permission is obtained at the first time of asking. 
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ANNEX 5 

Please see the Public Consultation Questionnaire document appended to this report 
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